
Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Report for Our Cats – East Sussex Cat Club Show 27
th

 September 2008 

 

Thank you the Show Team for the invitation to the show and also to John Blore who 

stewarded for me once again. 

 

Open Classes 

 

Cornish Rex Adult 

 

1
ST

 CC W/H TABERER’S SICORN FLEUR DELACOER (33 16) F 1.4.07  

Young, slightly immature looking female.  Quite large ears which are set rather high 

on the head.  Flat skull curving gently to an almost straight nose.  Fair chin but 

unfortunately her bite is undershot (confirmed by Duty Vet).  High cheekbones.  

Muzzle is rather narrow.  Large, oval eye shape with top line almost straight.  Elegant 

neck.  Slender body but needs a little more weight.  Very long slender legs and oval 

paws.  Crinkled whiskers and eyebrows.  Short soft coat with mostly soft waves 

although nice marcel type waves on flanks although density could be better.  Long, 

fine tapered tail with some guard hairs giving a harsh feel to the coat.  Good waving 

even down legs.  Happy to be handled – a gentle girl. 

 

Devon Rex Kitten 

 

1
ST

 & BOB FEREDAY’S YASSASSIN VENUS INFURS (33a20) F 5.4.08  

Brown Tabby Devon girl with good type and good Devon expression.  Easy to handle 

and happy.  She has a short broad wedge and high cheekbones.  Good strong muzzle 

with good depth to the chin although it falls away just slightly.  Brow curves nicely 

back to a flat skull.  Whisker break is defined.  Short nose with a stop.  Large ears set 

fairly low, perhaps could have slightly more width between them.  Ears are very wide 

at the base – tips are rounded with tufts.  Slight muffs at the base of the ears.  Eyes are 

wide set, oval and slope to outer edge of ears, could perhaps be a tiny bit larger. Eye 

colour still changing.   Long, slender neck.  Very broad across the chest.  Body hard 

and of medium length.  Stands high on long slender legs with oval paws.  Very long 

slender tapered tail, well covered in waves and with a curl of fur at the tip.  Her coat is 

short and dense with soft waves extending down the legs.  Coat around head and neck 

too short to wave.  Tummy covered in short down.  Crinkled eyebrows and whiskers.   

 

 

Non Pedigree Open Class 

 

A. C. Half Pedigree Neuter 

 

1
ST

 HYLAND’S TABITHA (SH Brown Spotted) FN 5.10.00  A lovely big 

mature looking girl.  Very pretty head and nice markings.  Very thick, dense, short 

coat with clear spotting.  Long ringed tail.  Even has “glitter” on her almost golden 

paws.  In excellent condition and handled well. 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

A. V. Foreign Aristocrat Adult 



 

1
ST

 LETTEN’S JETSTAR MIMI RAINBOW (68 43bq) F 19.11.07  Brown 

ticked Tiffanie.  Attractive female with a good “Burmese” expression to her head.  

Balanced wedge – brow rounds gently to nose with a slight break.   Good ears for size 

and set.  Good eye shape, yellow colour in hall light.  Red nose leather.  Slender body.  

Lovely soft medium long coat.  Slight neck ruff and ear furnishings and tufts on ears.  

Full plume-like tail just balances for length.   

 

2
ND

 DAVIS’S ELBERETH COCOCHANEL (23) F 11.2.07  A good sized Aby 

female who handles well.  Gently contoured head with clear rounding of the brow to 

the top of the head.  Good width between the ears.  Moderate wedge shape to head.  

Slight indentation at the muzzle which is rounded.  Slight nose break.  Good depth to 

chin although slightly sloping back.  Level bite.  Nice neck arch to shoulders.  Ears 

are set wide apart and need to be larger.  She also tended to hold them rather flared.  

Eyes are set well apart and are fairly large.  Pale green in colour, rounded almond 

shape with a slight oriental slant.  Good strongly built body and size.  Slender legs and 

oval feet.  Tail is thicker at the base, tapering and just reaches the shoulders.  Coat is 

short, dense although has a slightly silky feel.  Shows 4 bands of ticking.  Hall 

lighting difficult to assess colour but her overall colour appeared slightly sandy rather 

than the rich ruddy orange or apricot required.  Pigmentation lines on head, paler fur 

around the eyes.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  Faint broken necklet.  Darker line of 

ticking down the spine and tail to a black tail tip.  Medium length black hocks.  Clear 

of barring on body and limbs.  No dark roots on body. 

 

A. V. Foreign Adult Male 

 

1
ST

 BAKER’S INGLEWOOD’S SILVER APOLLO (72 43s) M 24.12.05  

Silver Shaded Burmilla boy with a wonderful temperament.  A really big strong boy 

who was a gentle as a lamb.  Lovely head type,  Large and lustrous green eyes.  Slight 

nose break.  Level bite.  Very short fine coat with even shading.  Slender legs.  

Balanced length tapered tail with rounded tip. 

 

2
ND

 MASON’S TOSHIKI QUEVEDO OFTALEH (74) M 16.7.05  Another big 

strong male who was OK until put back in his pen.  Slightly long wedge.  Muzzle well 

developed  Medium sized well set ears.  Nose a little straight.  Greeny/blue eye 

colour.  Excellent size and weight.  Very short and close lying coat.  Warm brown 

body colour with darker brown points blending gently to body. 

 

3
RD

 LEE’S THICKTHORN MINTY (73s) M 27.6.07 

 

A. V. Foreign Adult Female 

 

1
st
 GOODBURN’S CH. TOSHIKI HYLILY ZODIAC (74a) F 28.3.03  Blue 

Tonkinese female of very good size, even a little plump around the middle 

Moderately proportioned wedge head.  Medium sized well set ears.  Blue/Green eye 

colour.  Level bite although incisors a little uneven.  Slight break to nose.  Whisker 

pinch. Lovely short, glossy coat.  Gently merging darker blue points and tail tip. 

Handled very well. 

 



2
ND

 MASON’S TOSHIKI AZRA (74e) F 9.1.07  A dainty Tortie Tonkinese 

female, just adult with time to develop.  Good mix of colours in her coat which is a 

fraction long.  Moderately proportioned wedge, slight break to nose, scissor bite. 

 

A. V. Foreign Novice Adult 

 

1
ST

 DEW’S DEWRIDGE ANNAMICA (72 43asq) F. 26.10.07  Blue Silver 

Burmilla.  Lovely size, weight and condition.  Medium sized ears broad at the base 

with rounded tips following outer line of face.  Very short close lying coat.  Good 

head shape with breadth at the cheekbones.  Slight nose break.  Level bite and firm 

chin.  Clear facial markings.  Showing a faint broken necklet and some smudges on 

legs.  Light green eye colour. 

 

2
ND

 RICHMOND-WATSON’S OWLSDENE MALIBU SUNRISE (76b30) M 

12.12. 07  Blue-eyed Snow Spotted Bengal.  A really big lad who handled very well.  

Lovely pearly overtones to the coat.  Very dense and lustrous short coat with clear 

spotting – some arrowhead shaped.  Ringed legs and tail.  Broad, medium wedge 

head. Nose a little straight.  Medium sized ears.  Blue eyes.  Clear facial markings.  

Good thick tail of medium length. 

 

3
RD

 MACEY’S FECHELDEE DASIEMAY (74d) F 1.12.06 

 

A. V. Foreign Senior Adult 

 

1
ST

 HEDGES’ KALUKIKATZ GALAHAD ( (76 30) M 26.8.07 Brown Spotted 

Bengal.  A huge but gentle boy.  Very dense luxurious coat with well defined small 

spots.  More buff colour to undercoat but hall lighting not good.  Level bite and strong 

chin.  Tail thick at the base with a slight taper.  A very strong and masculine head.  

Broad nose, broad nose and pronounced whisker pads.  Green eyes 

 

2
ND

 SELLMAN’S KINABALU SWEET SAPPHIRE (72) F 11.7.04  A strong 

Bombay female with a very short, fine, close lying coat and sound to the roots.  

Beautiful tail for shape with a rounded tip.  Short balanced wedge.  Nose break.  Level 

bite and full green eyes. 

 

3
rd

 CROW & GOSS’S CH. KAGURA SAPHIRA (68 45a) F7.10.05 

 

A. V. Foreign Kitten Male 

 

1
ST

 HALL’S DIANGELLO DIDYMUS (72 45nsq) M 18.4.08  Caramel Silver 

Tabby Asian.  Nice young gentleman.  Lovely head.  Slight nose break.  Level bite 

and good chin.  Tabby M on forehead.  Broken necklet, slight barring on legs.  Short, 

balanced wedge.  Lighter fur around the eyes.  Good ears for size and set.  Slight 

barring on flanks and ringed tail. 

 

2
ND

 GALE-BROWN’S OWLSDENE FELIX-OF-KATAYANI (76 30) MN 

17.1.08   Another large boy with a very long body.  Longish head proportions.  Thick 

tail with slight taper – ringed.  Cool toned undercoat.  Some arrowhead spotting some 

rosetted.  Quite large ears.  Longish nose.  Glitter on paws. 

 



A. V. Foreign Kitten Female 

 

1
ST

 LEE’S SAMKAMLEES OLIVE (73) F 7.4.08  Tawny Ocicat female.  Very 

nice Ocicat look to this girl.  However, she was absolutely determined not to have her 

bite checked!  Large, almond shaped eyes.  Gentle rise from the bridge of the nose to 

the brow.  Very clear spotting.  Modified wedge head with moderately large ears. 

Wide at the base and set neither too high nor too low.  Very short close lying coat.  

Well defined muzzle with a hint of squareness. 

 

2
ND

 DAVIES’ RASTAKESHI CHOCCIELEXA (33 15) F   Nice Cornish Rex 

kitten.  Very short soft coat with good density.  Gentle girl who handled well.  Slight 

whisker break.  Oval eye shape.  Long, fine tapered tail which is well covered.  

Balanced head proportions.  Good profile to almost straight nose.  Level bite and good 

chin.  Soft rippled waves.  Large, well set ears. 

 

3
RD

 DAVIS’ MELISSAIDAN QUESERA SERA (78 30s) F 23.1.08 

               

Non Pedigree 

 

Neuter or Kitten owned by a Senior Citizen 

 

1
ST

 MACOY’S SNOWDROP (SH White) FN 2.7.07  Lovely pure white girl.  

Large and elegant cat with green eyes.  High flared ears and plump whisker pads.  

Very thick coat of pure white.  Handles really well and in super condition. 

 

Rescued Neuter or Kitten 

 

1
ST

 COMER’S WILLOMAR (LH Black Smoke) FN 3 yrs  Lovely girl of super 

weight and condition.  Super, soft semi-long coat.  Beautifully groomed.  Full neck 

ruff and plumed tail.  Large tufted ears with streamers.  Clear Smoke undercoat.  

Yellow eyes.  Handled very well.  A most attractive cat. 

 

2
ND

 MACOY’S SNOWDROP (SH White) FN 2.7.07 

 

Neuter or Kitten with the shiniest coat 

 

1
ST

 HYLAND’S TABITHA (SH Brown Spotted) FN 5.10.00  Although the only 

cat in this class her coat did have a superbly healthy shine. 

 

Neuter or Kitten with the Longest Whiskers 

 

1
ST

 NORTON’S BABY (SH Black & White) MN 2 yrs  Baby is really a quite big 

boy.  Black and White boy (loved the white moustache!) and again although the only 

one in his clear has a wonderful set of very long pure white whiskers (and eyebrows 

to match)! 

 

 

 


